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What is ANNIE?

2ANNIE in 10 minutes - New Perspective

annie

Accelerator  
Neutrino  
Neutron  
Interaction  
Experiment

Gd-loaded water Cherenkov detector placed on-axis in the BNB 
 beamline at Fermilab. 

Physics measurement: ANNIE aims for a unique measurement of  
neutron yield from neutrino-nucleus interactions. 

Test of new technologies: Perform R&D for the next generation 
 of water-based neutrino detectors.
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Physics Motivation
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Neutrino Oscillations physics: 

Requires a precise neutrino energy reconstruction  
 
 

 CP oscillation parameter requires  events  
comparison. The relative neutron composition of 
final hadronic states is significant.

δ ν/ν̄

ANNIE in 10 minutes - New Perspective

ANNIE (BNB)
NoVA (NuMI)

DUNE (LBNF)
HyperK (J-PARC)

N(Ereco) ∼ ϕ(E) × P(E) × σ(E) × fσ(E, Ereco)
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Physics Motivation
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Free nucleon  
scattering 

Initial Nuclear  
State 

Nuclear  
Effects

Final State  
Interactions

n

ANNIE in 10 minutes - New Perspective
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Physics Motivation
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Study the multiplicity of final state neutrons from neutrino-nucleus 
interactions in water.

M. Elkins et al. (MINERvA Collaboration) 
Phys. Rev. D 100, 052002

https://doi.org/10.7566/JPSCP.12.010017

Liquid Argon proton multiplicity Monte Carlo neutron multiplicity 
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Technological motivation
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First application of Gd-loaded water on a neutrino beam
 

Gadolinium’s average neutron capture  
cross-section is high compared with  
pure water. Cross-section: 
 * Gd: 49000 barns. 
 * H: 0.33 barns. 

Neutrons after thermalization, capture time: 
 * Gd: 20 μs. 
 * H: 200 μs. 

Signature: 
 * Gd: ~ 8 MeV  cascade. 
 * H: ~ 2.2 MeV  cascade. 

γ
γ

μνμ

FSI

n

Gadolinium 
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Technological motivation
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First application of Gd-loaded water on a neutrino beam

A.R. Back et al 2020 JINST 15 P03011

 

Gadolinium’s average neutron capture  
cross-section is high compared with  
pure water. Cross-section: 
 * Gd: 49000 barns. 
 * H: 0.33 barns. 

Neutrons after thermalization, capture time: 
 * Gd: 20 μs. 
 * H: 200 μs. 

Signature: 
 * Gd: ~ 8 MeV  cascade. 
 * H: ~ 2.2 MeV  cascade. 

γ
γ
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Technological motivation
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Large Area Picosecond Photo Detectors (LAPPDS) R&D and demonstration

LAPPDs are 20 x 20 cm tiles based on micro channel plates (MCPs). 

Fast photodetector capabilities (~ < 100 picoseconds time resolution) 
and excellent position resolution (sub-cm scale).

  See Paul Hackspacher's talk!

First LAPPD deployed in a High Energy Physics experiment
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Technological motivation
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Water-based scintillator (WbLS)
Different amounts of LS loading (1% / 5% / 10%) → evaluate benefits on  
reconstruction.
Allows hybrid detection of scintillation and (unabsorbed) Cherenkov signals. 
- Enhanced neutrino energy reconstruction  
 - Enhanced neutron signals 

UC Davis

Tests in UC Davis

Scintillator for ANNIE Neutrino Detection Improvement (SANDI) 
Cylinder with ~0.8m height, ~0.8m diameter.
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ANNIE Detector
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ANNIE Tank: A Cylindrical Gd-doped water steal tank  
with a 3 m (10 ft) diameter and 4 m (13 ft) tall.
Located at SciBooNE Hall on axis 100 m downstream 
in Fermilab BNB. 
 
 
 
 

ANNIE has 132 conventional PMTs and 5 novel  
Large Area Picosecond Photodetectors (LAPPDs). 
 
 

~100 m

PMT

LAPPD

ANNIE in 10 minutes - New Perspective
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ANNIE also has: 

Front Muon Veto (FMV): 
2 overlapping layers of 
scintillator paddles (upstream  
of the tank). 
 

Muon Range Detector (MRD) 
from SciBooNE (refurbished): 

11 X-Y alternating scintillator  
layers with 5cm iron absorbers  
(downstream of the tank).

ANNIE 
Tank

FMV

MRD

ϕνμ
ANNIE in 10 minutes - New Perspective

ANNIE Detector
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ANNIE
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νμ

1. The CC neutrino interacts in the fiducial volume and it produces charged lepton. 
    Vertex reconstruction with LAPPDs and kinematics in MRD. 

2. Neutrons travel, scatter and thermalize. 

3 and 4. Thermalized neutrons are captured on the Gd producing flashes of light  
          by standard PMTs.

ANNIE in 10 minutes - New Perspective
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ANNIE’s water transparency 
is stable! 

Current ANNIE status: Water transparency 

ANNIE in 10 minutes - New Perspective

Taken from Emily Pottebaum

ANNIE Preliminary
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Calibration:
We have to know the  
position-dependent neutron  
capture efficiency. 

Completed a calibration  
campaign with AmBe source  
to characterize neutron  
detection efficiency throughout 
the detector.

AmBe source

ANNIE in 10 minutes - New Perspective

Current ANNIE status: Calibration 
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How do neutrinos look in ANNIE?

 

A Charge Current CC neutrino  
quasi-elastic (QE) candidate. 

The events are identified by the  
Cherenkov ring and the track in  
the MRD. 

ANNIE in 10 minutes - New Perspective

ANNIE has been taking data  
 for over a year.   

 
Physics analysis coming soon!

See Franklin Lemmons’ talk about reconstruction
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ANNIE Summary

The detector has been built, put together, 
and set up by the ANNIE collaboration. It 
is now taking neutrino beam data.  
  - Physics data-taking started in early 
     2021 after adding Gd ().  
  - First LAPPD was deployed in March  
    2022.  
 
Next steps: 
*First physics analysis.  
*Deployment of the next 4 LAPPDs. 
*Deployment of SANDI.
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Thank you!
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Backup slides
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Physics Motivation
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Neutron multiplicity helps to understand and reduce atmospheric 
 neutrino backgrounds to Proton Decay and Diffuse Supernova Neutrino 

measurements. 
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Backup slides
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Phase I results: 
 
Beam-correlated neutron candidate  
event rates measured during  
ANNIE Phase-I.
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Backup slides
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Conventional scintillator WbLS

*The charged particle excites the benzene ring via ionization. 
*The ring is then de-excited by emitting a photon, which then  
 is absorbed by a wave-shifting fluor.  
*Organic liquids are almost always not miscible in water.

*WbLS encapsulates the organic 
 liquid in tiny micelles (100-nanometer scale) 
surfactants -> chain molecule  
                                -> (hydrophillic and hydrophobic c. end)


